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Chapter 6

Luo Luo felt uncomfortable when he thought that Mommy would stay with others. He
stretched out his little hand, pulled Bai nianxi's sleeve, shook it gently, and yelled:
"Mommy..."

Bai nianxi lowers her head and looks at the pathetic Luo Luo beside her legs. Although
she likes the child very much, she is not the mother of the child after all.

"Lolo is still young and doesn't understand. I hope Mr. Kang can make it clear to the
child and don't call me mother any more. In this case, I will feel troubled."

Luo Luo pulls the sleeve to shake to swing the hands to stop abruptly, in the twinkling
of an eye, the thick layer of fog in the big dark eyes, the face is a very hit appearance.

It seems that mommy doesn't want to recognize him at all. Mommy said he bothered
her. Mommy, don't you love him at all?

In this world, there is no cognition that can make Lolo feel worse than that mommy
doesn't love him.

Lolo's tiptoe slowly put down, droop that has always been proud of the small head,
shriveled mouth, try not to let tears fall, but still in the moment of turning around,
PATA PATA on the ground.

Looking at Luo Luo's stoic appearance and the lonely figure that gradually goes away,
Bai nianxi's heart is filled with unspeakable pain.

Kangmobei's expression is complex. There is anger, irony, loss and a trace of sadness
in his indifferent eyes.

Will Lolo's presence bother her?

Oh, Bai nianxi, you are a cruel woman, so cruel that you have to draw a clear line with
your own son.

Conmobei did not speak any more and turned away.



Conmobei sat in the back row, looking at the scene of falling back quickly out of the
window, his deep black eyes were not clear.

Suddenly he turned his head and put his eyes on Lolo, who was silent beside him.

After a while, he asked: "how, sad?"

Lolo, don't turn your head.

"She's not your mother," he said

Lolo twisted his body again and turned his back to conmber. His small figure revealed
a different kind of paranoia.

Hum, he doesn't believe it. It's Mommy. He's seen it.

There is an encrypted file in the computer of daddy's study. He cracked the password
and went in to see it. There is only one picture in it. Although the picture is very fuzzy,
he can recognize it. That is, Mommy is not wrong.

See Luo Luo so, Kang Mo north also no longer say what.

However, what should be done is still to be done.

"Jiangshi group, there is a big project recently?" Kang Mobei looks at Secretary Xing
driving in the front row.

Secretary Xing looked at Kang Mobei in the rearview mirror and said respectfully, "it's
not big. It's only 500 million. It's just that Jiang has invested all his money in this
project and spent a lot of manpower, material and financial resources on it. "

"Grab it." Commo North Light Road.

Secretary Xing was stunned for a moment, then nodded. Jiangshi has invested so much
in this project. Once the project is robbed, it will be a fatal blow to Jiangshi.
Kangmobei obviously means that he wants Jiangshi group to die.

I don't know which unscrupulous senior executive in Jiang's family has provoked
commobei and brought such serious consequences.

After kangmobei and Luoluo leave, Bai nianxi returns to the ward again and sees Yao
Mei talking to Jiang zhiang.

You don't have to think about it. Yao Mei can't say anything good about Bai nianxi.



Besides persuading Jiang zhiang to terminate his engagement with Bai nianxi, he also
adds some oil and vinegar to what happened just now.

Fortunately, Jiang zhiang never doubted anything about her. After hearing what Yao
Mei said, he heard it and didn't care about it.

Yao Mei has been unable to support himself in the hospital for several days. Since
Jiang zhiang wakes up and Bai nianxi can't drive him away, he simply lets Bai nianxi
stay in bed and go home to have a rest.

In the middle of the night, Bai nianxi went out to the toilet. When he returned to the
ward, he suddenly found a woman standing in front of Jiang zhiang's bed.

From the back, it's Gu xuanlin.

Bai nianxi didn't go in. He just stood outside and looked inside.

"Zhiang, how do you feel?" Gu xuanlin helped Jiang zhiang up from the bed and sat
down. Her eyes were full of heartache. "How can you be so careless and make yourself
like this?"

"My mother told you to come back, didn't she?" Jiang zhiang, with Gu xuanlin's help,
found a comfortable posture and sat down, "my mother is really, you just went to the
United States soon and asked you to come back. It's really troublesome for you."

Gu xuanlin shook her head. "No trouble."

A month ago, Jiang zhiang and Bai nianxi got married. Her heart was hurt, so she left
the United States. She didn't expect that Jiang zhiang would be so seriously hurt soon.
She still got up because of Bai nianxi. When she thought of Yao Mei's story about Bai
nianxi's escape, Gu xuanlin's tone became a little bad.

"I didn't want to see you hurt when I chose to quit and get married. I thought she could
treat you well, but I didn't expect that..."

The door creaked and Bai nianxi pushed the door and came in.

If Gu xuanlin is just an ordinary girl who loves Jiang zhiang and likes to be jealous,
Bai nianxi may be able to face her well, but Bai nianxi can feel that Gu xuanlin's
feelings for Jiang zhiang are serious and sincere.This cognition makes Bai nianxi more
uncomfortable in the face of Gu xuanlin.

Gu xuanlin is in love with Jiang zhiang. What about her? She cared about him and
appreciated him, but she was not sure whether she really loved him out of the love of



men and women.

Seeing that Bai nianxi came in, Jiang zhiang was stunned at first, then said to Bai
nianxi with a smile: "we were just talking about you, nianxi. Who do you think is
coming?"

Bai nianxi nodded to Gu xuanlin, "I must be very tired after such a long flight."

"Not bad." Gu xuanlin's answer is very cold.

Jiang zhiang's face flashed a trace of embarrassment. As she was about to speak again,
Gu xuanlin had already said to Bai nianxi, "I have something to tell you. Please come
out with me."

Bai nianxi and Gu xuanlin walk out of the ward and come to the stairwell where there
is no one. Bai nianxi first says, "let's talk."

Gu xuanlin also directly said: "although I came back this time, it's aunt Yao's idea,
actually I have my own ideas. Listen to Aunt Yao, you ran away with others on the
day of the engagement ceremony for no reason? "

Bai nianxi frowned unconsciously, and Yao Mei really added oil and vinegar.

"It's not running away with others. It's just something that needs to be solved. Of
course, there was a misunderstanding in the end."

"What kind of things need you to leave zhiang alone at the most important moment of
the engagement ceremony?"

Bai nianxi keeps silent. She has already guessed what Gu xuanlin is going to say next.

Sure enough.

"In any case, I don't think you care enough about zhiang. You also understand my
intention to zhiang. I quit you in the hope that he will live well. But now I think my
quit is a mistake. You not only failed to love him well, but also hurt him."

"So." Gu xuanlin stood straight, eyes firm said: "about Aunt Yao proposed to
terminate your engagement, I am in favor of, of course, I also hope you can let go of it,
this time, I will not choose to quit, I want to use my way, to win the heart of it."

Bai nianxi felt tired, not because of Gu xuanlin's declaration of war, but because she
was tired of fighting for men.



A dull feeling came from her chest. It seemed that she had experienced similar things a
long time ago.
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